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Abstract

mathematical formulation. Section 4 presents our experimental
setup and results. Finally, section 5 shows our conclusions.

In some speaker recognition scenarios we find conversations
recorded simultaneously over multiple channels. That is the
case of the interviews in the NIST SRE dataset. To take advantage of that, we propose a modification of the PLDA model
that considers two different inter-session variability terms. The
first term is tied between all the recordings belonging to the
same conversation whereas the second is not. Thus, the former mainly intends to capture the variability due to the phonetic
content of the conversation while the latter tries to capture the
channel variability. We test this approach on the NIST SRE12
core condition using multiple channels per interview to enroll
the speakers. The proposed approach improves the minimum
DCF by 26–29 % on telephone speech and by 1–8% on interviews compared to the standard PLDA (scored by the book).
Index Terms: Speaker recognition, PLDA, i-vectors, simultaneous recordings.

2. PLDA
PLDA [10] is a generative model that assumes that an i-vector
φij from the session j of speaker i can be written as:
φij = μ + Vyi + Uxij + ij

where μ is a speaker independent term, V is a low rank matrix
of eigenvoices, yi is the speaker factor vector, U is a low rank
matrix of eigenchannels, xij is the channel factor vector and ij
is an offset that accounts for the rest of channel variability not
included in Uxij .
Gaussian priors are assumed for the latent variables:
yi ∼ N (yi |0, I)
xij ∼ N (xij |0, I)


ij ∼ N ij |0, D−1
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(2)
(3)
(4)

where N denotes a Gaussian distribution; and D is a diagonal precision matrix. The parameters μ, V, U and and D
are trained from a development database by ML and MD iterations [11]. We denote by M the set of all the model parameters.
If the U matrix is full rank, this model is equivalent to a
simplified model (SPLDA) without U and with full covariance
D [4].

In some speaker recognition scenarios speech is recorded simultaneously by several microphones. That is the case of the
NIST speaker recognition evaluations (SRE) where interviews
are recorded over 14 different microphones [1]. However, in the
context of NIST evaluations, this fact has never been explicitly
exploited and, in practice, simultaneous recordings are treated
as recordings from different conversations [2–4].
In the context of microphone arrays, beam-forming algorithms create a direction dependent gain pattern that enhances
the speech in the direction of the target speaker [5–8]. However,
usually, as in NIST interviews, microphones are not configured
in arrays so we cannot always apply those techniques.
In [9], we find another example of exploiting simultaneous
recordings. There stereo data is used to train a linear transformation from a noisy environment to a clean environment using phoneme dependent multi-environment models based linear
normalization (PD-MEMLIN). That transformation is applied
to clean noisy signals.
In this work, we propose an extension of the well known
PLDA model [10] that takes advantage of conversations
recorded over multiple channels. We consider a PLDA with
two terms of inter-session variability where the first one intends
to account for inter-conversation variability and the second one
for intra-conversation variability (microphone variability).
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the
baseline PLDA. Section 3 describes the extended PLDA and the
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3. PLDA with two types of inter-session
variability
3.1. Model description
Let’s suppose that we have available i-vectors from conversations that were recorded simultaneously over different channels
or noisy conditions. We define a new PLDA model such as an
i-vector φijl of speaker i, conversation j and recorded over a
channel l can be written as:
φijl = μ + Vyi + Uxij + ijl

(5)

where the channel factors xij are tied between all the i-vectors
belonging to the same conversation whereas the channel offset
ijl is different for each i-vector. In this case the prior for ijl is
chosen to be


ijl ∼ N ijl |0, W−1
(6)
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Hi
θij

3.2.2. Conditional posterior of Xi

Lij
zijl

The conditional posterior of channel factors Xi is a product of
Gaussians:

M
P (Xi |yi , Φi , M) =

Hi




N xij |xij , L−1
xij

(12)

j=1

xij

φijl

yi

where
ζij =ζ̃ij − Lij Jyi
T

ζ̃ij =U WFij

(14)

T

J =U WV

(15)

Lxij =I + Lij UT WU

Figure 1: BN PLDA with two types of inter-session variability

xij =L−1
xij ζij
where W is a full-rank precision matrix.
This model intends to decompose the inter-session variability into two terms that account for different types of variability.
The term Uxij , being tied for all the channel types, should account for variability different from the channel, mainly phonetic
variability. On the contrary, the term ijl should account for the
channel variability.
Figure 1 depicts the Bayesian network of the model. We
use the notation of [12]. The variables θij and zijl indicate
who is the speaker in conversation ij and which conversation
corresponds to segment ijl, respectively. Each speaker has Hi
conversations and each conversation is recorded over Lij channels.

(13)

(16)
(17)

3.2.3. Posterior of yi
The marginal posterior of speaker factors yi is also Gaussian


(18)
P (yi |Φi , M) = N yi |yi , L−1
yi
where
Lyi =I + Ni VT WV −

Hi


L2ij JT L−1
xij J

(19)

j=1

γi =γ̃i −

Hi


Lij JT L−1
xij ζ̃ij

(20)

j=1

3.2. Posterior of the hidden variables

γ̃i =VT WFi

(21)

In order to implement this model, we need the posterior distribution of the latent factors. That is needed for the E-step of the
EM algorithm as much as for the evaluation of likelihood ratios.
The posterior can be decomposed into two factors:

yi =L−1
yi γ i

(22)

Note that if all the conversations were recorded over only
one channel (Lij = 1 for all), we would obtain the same equations as for the standard PLDA [11].
The equations for the M-step are the same as for the standard PLDA but using equations (12) and (18) to computed the
needed expectations.

P (yi , Xi |Φi , M) = P (Xi |yi , Φi , M) P (yi |Φi , M) (7)
where Φi is the set of all the i-vectors of speaker i and Xi the
set of all the channel factors.

4. Experiments

3.2.1. Sufficient statistics
We find convenient to define some sufficient statistics. The conversation dependent statistics are

4.1. Development and evaluation datasets
We carried out experiments on the NIST SRE12 core condition [13]. This evaluation presented significant differences compared with previous ones. In previous evaluations, the enrollment data was released at evaluation time. In NIST SRE12,
most of the target speakers were taken from evaluations SRE06
to SRE10. For enrolling each speaker, it was allowed to use all
the data available. Thus, the core condition, instead of posing a
1 side against 1 side scenario, represents a N sides against 1
side scenario. Besides, it was allowed to use the target speakers data for development (training of UBM, i-vector extractor
and calibration, score normalization, etc.), that was also different from previous evaluations. Furthermore, the evaluation proposed new challenges like speech with artificially added noise,
speech collected in noisy environments and segments of different duration.
We created our development dataset for the evaluation taking those differences into account. The dataset was divided into
two parts:

Lij

Fij =



φijl

(8)

l=1

Fij =Fij − Lij μ

(9)

where Lij is the number of simultaneous channels for the conversation ij. The speaker dependent statistics are
Ni =

Hi


Lij

(10)

Fij

(11)

j=1

Fi =

Hi

j=1

where Hi are the number of conversations and Ni the total number recordings of speaker i.
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• Training: This part includes all the signals from SRE04,
SRE05, SRE06 and 70% of the signals of SRE08 and
SRE10. We used it to train the UBM, JFA, and PLDA
models. Besides, the segments in SRE08 and SRE10
parts were used to enroll the target speakers.

speaker and computing the likelihood ratio in a 1 against 1 fashion.
i-vector averaging proved superior performance in the systems submitted to NIST 2012 evaluation. The success of
i-vector averaging could be explained because considering
many enrollment i-vectors, somehow, overfits the estimation
of P (y|Φtrn ), that is, produces a posterior of y with a too
small covariance. On the contrary, having only one enrollment
i-vector makes the posterior wider. Another explanation could
be that having a different number of enrollment i-vectors for
each target speaker, the scores produced by PLDA are in a different range of values whereas, having only one enrollment ivector per speaker produces better aligned scores.
To combine the strengths of i-vector averaging and the
PLDA with two variability terms, we propose to scale the sufficient statistics used to compute P (y|Φ) like this:

• Test: We reserved a 30% of the speech in SRE08 and
SRE10 to create a test set for training calibration and
evaluating our system. It includes short telephone calls,
short and long interviews and 10 seconds calls.
The segments excerpted from the same phonecall or interview
(same ldc-id) were assigned to the training part or to the test
part but not to both.
Both parts of the dataset were augmented adding Babble
and HVAC1 noises of 15 and 6 dB of signal-to-noise ratio following NIST SRE12 guidelines. The Babble noises were created averaging 1000 conversations from previous evaluations.
Different noise samples were added to the training and test
datasets. To add the noise, the power of the noise and speech
signals was estimated with a psophometric filter and a VAD.
The noise added to telephone segments was filtered by a simulated telephone channel.
Adding noisy versions, our training set includes 66457 male
and 87826 female segments from 982 male and 1372 female
speakers.
The enrollment lists include all the telephone and interview
segments of the SRE12 target speakers without noisy versions.



Fij =


Fi =

Ni =

(26)

Hi



Lij = 1 .

(27)
(28)

j=1

Doing that, we control the weight of each i-vector in the calculus of the posterior. To be precise, the weight of each conversation is 1/Hi and the number of effective i-vectors is Ni = 1,
the same as in i-vector averaging. The weight of each i-vector
on its corresponding conversation is 1/Lij .
We did not explicitly calibrate the scores. The Actual DCF
is computed with the scores straight out of the PLDA.
4.3. Results
Table 1 shows results on the NIST SRE12 core condition. The
common conditions considered in 2012 as primary performance
indicators include the following subsets of trials:
• Det1: All trials involving multiple segment training and
interview speech in test without added noise in test.
• Det2: All trials involving multiple segment training and
phone call speech in test without added noise in test.
• Det3: All trials involving multiple segment training and
interview speech with added noise in test.
• Det4: All trials involving multiple segment training and
phone call speech with added noise in test.
• Det5: All trials involving multiple segment training and
phone call speech intentionally collected in a noisy environment in test.
Results are reported in terms of Equal Error Rate (EER), Minimum Detection Cost Function (MinDCF) and Actual Detection
Cost Function (ActDCF) as defined by NIST [13]. The new primary DCF is the average of the classical DCF in two operating
points (PT = 0.01 and 0.001).
For clean interviews (det1), standard PLDA is better in
terms of EER and PLDA 2CHT in term of minDCF. The versions with i-vector averaging and stats scaling clearly outperform the versions scored by the book. For noisy interviews
(det3), the PLDA 2CHT presents slightly better performance.
However, stats scaling is superior in terms of EER and, standard

(23)
(24)

where we plug-in the standard PLDA posterior P (y|Φ) or the
PLDA 2CHT posterior given in equation (18). i-vector averaging consist of averaging the enrollment i-vectors of the target
1 We



Fij

Lij =1/Hi

As features, we used 20 short-time Gaussianized MFCC with
deltas and double deltas. We trained full covariance, gender
dependent UBM with 2048 components. We used a 600 dimension i-vector extractor. Both UBM and i-vector extractor were
trained on telephone data from our development dataset without
added noise.
We reduced the i-vector dimensionality to 400 using PLDA.
That has the side effect of centering and whitening the ivectors [4]. Then, we applied i-vector length normalization [14]. Finally, we evaluated the trials applying the standard
PLDA or the proposed PLDA (PLDA 2CHT). Both PLDA, the
one used for dimensionality reduction and the one used for classification, were trained on telephone and microphone data augmented with noise.
To score the trials, we compared three strategies: standard,
i-vector averaging (ivavg) and i-vector statistics scaling (ivsscal). Given N enrollment i-vectors Φtrn of a target speaker
and a test i-vector φtst ; the standard scoring consists of computing the likelihood ratio between the probability that all the
i-vectors belong to the same speaker and the probability that
Φtrn belong to one speaker and φtst to another. This is, theoretically, the correct way of scoring the trial. Because of that,
it is also called by the book or N against 1 scoring. It can be
shown that the likelihood ratio can be computed as [15]:
P (Φtrn , φtst |T )
P (Φtrn , φtst |N )

P (y0 |Φtrn ) P (y0 |φtst ) 
=
P (y0 ) P (y0 |Φtrn , φtst ) y0 =0

Hi


(25)

j=1

4.2. Speaker recognition system configuration

R (Φtrn , φtst ) =

Fij
Hi Lij

downloaded HVAC noises from Freesound.org
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Det2 SRE12 core: phn−phn clean

Table 1: EER, minDCF and actDCF of PLDA approaches on
the SRE12 core condition.

PLDA
80

Det1

Det2

Det3

System
PLDA
PLDA 2CHT
PLDA ivavg
PLDA 2CHT iv-sscal

EER(%)
5.51
5.62
4.31
4.54

MinDCF
0.350
0.322
0.333
0.318

ActDCF
0.441
0.418
1.296
0.527

PLDA
PLDA 2CHT
PLDA ivavg
PLDA 2CHT iv-sscal

8.93
5.97
1.89
1.70

0.550
0.390
0.243
0.212

0.604
0.426
0.321
0.235

PLDA
PLDA 2CHT
PLDA ivavg
PLDA 2CHT iv-sscal

5.32
5.26
5.16
4.75

0.278
0.275
0.345
0.312

0.345
0.356
2.162
0.913

PLDA 2CHT
PLDA ivavg
PLDA 2CHT iv−sscal

40

Miss probability (in %)

Cond.

20

10

5

2
1
0.5

Det4

PLDA
PLDA 2CHT
PLDA ivavg
PLDA 2CHT iv-sscal

10.14
7.42
2.73
2.51

0.632
0.470
0.273
0.237

0.724
0.545
0.278
0.242

Det5

PLDA
PLDA 2CHT
PLDA ivavg
PLDA 2CHT iv-sscal

10.04
6.85
2.30
2.05

0.587
0.430
0.264
0.195

0.660
0.477
0.490
0.213

0.2
0.1

0.001

0.01

0.1

0.2

0.5

1

2

5

10

20

40

False Alarm probability (in %)

Figure 2: DET curves for the condition with telephone speech
without added noise on test (det2).

scoring in terms of minDCF. The standard scoring produces better naturally calibrated scores than i-vector averaging and stats
scaling. Nevertheless, that can be solved by a calibration step.
Regarding conditions involving telephone speech in test
(det2,4,5), the differences between PLDA and PLDA 2CHT are
more significant. Using standard scoring, PLDA 2CHT outperforms the PLDA achieving a relative improvement of 27–33%
in terms of EER and 26–29% in terms of minDCF. Furthermore, i-vector averaging and stats scaling clearly outperform
the standard scoring. The PLDA 2CH with stats scaling improves by 8–10% in terms of EER and by 12–26% in terms
of minDCF with regard to PLDA with i-vector averaging. The
PLDA 2CHT with scaling produces very well calibrated scores.
Figure 2 shows DET curves [16] for condition det2. The curves
prove that the behavior of the systems is consistent over all operating points.
The improvement of the PLDA 2CHT, larger in phonecalls
than in interviews can be explained because, cross-channel (interview vs telephone) compensation is not good enough and,
for most speakers, there are more enrollment interviews than
phonecalls.

NIST 2012 speaker recognition evaluation. In this evaluation,
we count with interviews recorded simultaneously over several
channels to train the PLDA and to enroll the target speakers.
For conditions with interview speech on test, the differences
between the approaches evaluated were not very significant.
However, the proposed PLDA achieved a clear gain compared
to standard PLDA on phonecalls. The minDCF improves by
around 27% if we compare both PLDA scored by the book and
by around 17% if we use i-vector averaging and stats scaling
scorings.
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5. Conclusions
In this paper, we presented an extension of the standard PLDA
model that considers two different terms of inter-session variability (channel terms). This model takes advantage of scenarios that include conversations recorded simultaneously over different channels. To do that, the first channel term is tied between
all the recordings belonging to the same conversation while the
second is allowed to be different for every recording. Thus, we
intend that the former captures the variability between conversations, mainly phonetic variability, and the latter, the variability
between channels.
The approach was tested on the core condition of the recent
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